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A MODEL FOR OPTIMAL PLANNING OF INFORMATION SECURITY INCIDENT
RESPONSE OPERATIONS
A quick and adequate response to handling of information security incidents is critical for ensuring
business continuity. To handle such incidents, special CERT commands are required, but the cost
of maintaining them is a burden for most organizations, and they prefer to use the services of
special CERT service providers. This study proposes a model for the optimal distribution of
information security incident response operations between CERT groups; the model is formulated
as an optimization problem, and differential evolution algorithm is developed to solve it.
Keywords: information security, incident response, incident handling, incident management,
CERT, CSIRT, scheduling, differential evolution.
Introduction
Information security tools are not perfect, thus, there are dynamic changes in the field of
information technology, and it is not possible to allocate the necessary resources to ensure
information security. Unfortunately, for these reasons, full information security and information
security breaches cannot be provided and information security incidents occur. The more the level
of informatization of society increases, the more the level of financial losses and risks increases
due to these incidents. Therefore, organizations have to respond to information security
incidentsfast and sufficiently. To gain competitive advantage, it is also important not only to
defend, but also to react effectively to information security incidents. Frequently, organization can
take advantage of incidents rather than suffering loss by eliminatingthe incidents and ensuring high
quality and effective response and control [1].
The first information security incident handling experience has shown that special teams CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) teams should be organized to perform this work
[2]. The term of CERT is officially registered in the United States and the copyright belongs to
Carnegie Mellon University. In Europe, the term CSIRT is most commonly used (Computer
Security and Incident Response Team). At present, many CSIRTsare operating in a number of
countries and its various organizational models are available [3]. The number of information
security incidents is rapidly increasing, and maintenance of a large number of highly-qualified
specialists in CSIRT requires substantial funds, and as a result, the essential problem for all
CSIRTs is to balance the workload with limited human resources [4]. Therefore, planning an
incident handling optimization ischallenging for CSIRT.
Large-scale information security incidents cover several security domains. Such incidents
can blow the information systems of critical infrastructures and ultimately threaten the lives,
property, economy, and even the national security [5, 6]. The rapid identification of large-scale
incidents, information exchange, investigation and coordinated response and elimination of
consequences can often greatly reduce the damage caused by such malicious actions. Several
CERT teams are involved in the elimination of these incidents, and the function of the national
CERT includestheir coordination. At the same time, the national CERT shall solve the problem of
optimal planning.
For many organizations, information security measures become impossible to be realized in
practice. It’s due to the lack of resources, personnel, expertise, and technology to address
constantly-changing security issues.
Information security management services (e.g. Managed Security Services, MSS) can
ensure security requirements of such organizations. MSS Providers (MSSP) offer a wide range of
security services, including information security incidents handling. [7] discusses the different
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types of services, the benefits and risks of using this service, and emphasizes the importance of
selecting service providers, and evaluates the performance of these services. One of the most
demanded services of MSSP is information security incident handling services.
For the aforementioned reasons, solution of the issue of operational distribution of
information security incidents among real-time CERT-groups is urgent. This study proposesan
approach for modeling the processes of information security incidents handling and developsthe
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm for its solution.
Processes of information security incidentshandling
The process of incidents handling requires a number of consecutive implementations
(procedures). The sequence of these implementationsis determined by the incidents handlingrules
in each organization [8]. The sequence of these implementationsmay vary in different
organizations. This may be due to differences both in the organization and the terminology. The
point is that the terms as "incident handling", "incident response" and "incident management" are
often used as synonyms. However, they differsignificantly and should be reviewed for the
identification of a typical set of procedures for incidents handling.
Incidents handling involves the identification of incidents (detecting and analyzing events,
incidents, and alarms), systematization (prioritizing the incidents), analysis (what happened, how
the damage is, what threats may be, what steps should be taken to prevent and restore) and
responsesto incident (scheduling, coordination and implementation, dissemination of information,
feedback and taking lesson) [1].
Incidents management refers not only to the incidents handling and responding to them, but
also preventive measures. These measures may include the management of vulnerabilities,
artifacts’ management, user training, and increasingthe level of awareness.
ISO/IEC 27035:2011 offers a process model for managing information security incidents,
which consists of the following five key stages [9]:
1. Scheduling and preparation - an incident management policy is developed and a
competent team is structured to respond to information security incidents;
2. Disclosure and awareness– detectingincidents and informing about incidents;
3. Evaluation and decision-making - incidents are assessed and decisions are made their
handling. For example, the vulnerabilities can be eliminated and business-processes can
be thoroughly restored, or although the elimination of the consequences of the incident is
delayed, the evidences of cyber-crimecan be collected;
4. Response– responding to the incident after expert analysis and post-incident restoration;
5. Revealing lesson - changes to improve the management processesof information security
incidents and risk.
The procedures of responding to the incidents should be identified for the solution of the
problem stated in the article. The following most commonly used procedures for CSIRT practice
can be distinguished to respond to information security incidents [10-12]:
• Identification (and registration)of incident: Information about the incident is received
or the incident is detected by any investigation or tool. The verification of the information
about the incident and its belonging to CSIRT service area is checked.
• Triage classification: The incident is classified, its priority is defined, and ticketing is
enabled for processing.
• Collecting the evidence of the incident and its processing.
• Incident containment. Necessary measures are taken to prevent the dissemination of the
incident to other systems.
• Incident eradication. All exploited vulnerabilities are detected and eliminated.
Malicious software and other unwanted components are deleted.
• Recovery. The system is recovered to the state prior to the incident.
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• Lesson learned from the incident: occurred incident is analyzed and recommendations
are developed to prevent similar incidents in the future.
Incident response procedures may vary depending on the type of incident, its criticality,
possible damage, manager’s attitude and so on.
Review of related works
The high cost of response to information security incidents encourages organizations to think
about the expediency of maintaining their CSIRT team. In addition, organizations are not
enthusiastic to share information about their security with other organizations. They hope that
experts can help them defend from cyber threats without damaging their reputation. To meet these
needs of organizations, a co-ordination model that supports response to security incidents in
organizational architecture is proposed [13]. Additionally, the model also supports the function of
presenting and submitting digital evidence to competent authorities during real-time monitoring
and incident investigation.
Another study [14] identifies a number of significant and systematic shortcomings in
response to incidents in Australian financial institutions. It shows that the response teams are
experiencing significant knowledge; however organizations do not sufficiently use this experience
to improve information security management processes. The article offers a number of
recommendations and safety learning models in this regard.
It is difficult to automate the processes of information security incidents response, and it is
mainly implemented by the human being taking critical advantage from the processes and
technologies. In modern conditions, incident response is compounded by a number of reasons: the
control over the computing environment is lost due to cloud computing and autosourcing services,
the complexity of attacks increases, and security costs of organizations are insufficient. There is
no alternative to information security incidents response, thus technology shall be projected to
support people in this regard and maximize the chance to successfully fulfill their critical security
functions.
Starting with the first CSIRTs, they encountered constant problems related to the work load,
the quality of their services, and the range of users they serve. Responding to low priority and high
priority incidents causes various problems [4, 16]. Low priority incident requests are exponentially
increasing, which is several time more that the limited CSIRT resources. Responding to high
priority incidents, long-term instability is observed in workloads and service quality, and the
CSIRT's reputation gradually decreases within its users.
From the academic point of view, the issue can be formulated as a limited resource planning
issue, which is referred to as an Incident Response Scheduling Problem (IRSP) in this article. The
IRSP issue can also be classed as a Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP),
which simultaneously solves planning and scheduling issues [17]. This article offers an
optimization approach to address the IRSP issue within the directive period of the incidents
processing and at minimal cost. The main contribution of this article is the development of a
modeling method, which allows real-time solutions. Simultaneous scheduling problem solution
allows administrators real-time scheduling and implementing incident handling in accordance with
the changing circumstances.
The RCPSP issue can be summarized as follows [18]. The time horizon [0, T], n number of
jobs (implementations), i = 1, ..., n , and renewable resource – r, and k = 1, ..., r is given. Resource
can be a physical object, human, or computing resource (processor, memory). At any time moment
t = 0, ..., T, a constant unit Rk of the k-th resource becomes available. The i-th job is executed
within the time unit pi, and during this period, the unit pik of the k-th resource is required. All data
is assumed to be integers.
The purpose is to define the start time of 𝑆𝑖 ∈ {0,1, … , 𝑇} for the jobs i = 1, ..., n, so that the
restrictions on resources and jobs are meet and the purpose function is given an optimal value.
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Different purpose functions can be taken, for example, makespan 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 : = max{𝐶𝑖 } may be
𝑖

required to be minimal, where 𝐶𝑖 : = (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖 ) is the completion time. The vector 𝑆 =
(𝑆𝑖 )𝑛𝑖=1 determines the project plan.
Note that RCPSP is a more general model; "open shop", "job shop", and "flow shop" are the
special cases of RCPSP. In addition, the problems of classic commivoyager, the various options
of the popular "bag" issue, the (linear, two-dimensional) packaging of containers, and the issue of
compiling the training schedules in educational institutions can be expressed and solved as a matter
of RCPSP. All of these show that RCPSP is applied in many areas, and therefore, numerous articles
have published recently in this area [18]. Its application areas may include scheduling in
manufacturing processes, tasks in multiprocessor, technical maintenance at airports, maintenance
of aircrafts, sports competitions, audit boards and others [19].
The RCPSP combiner is a matter of optimization and is included in the NP-challenging
issues [17]. There are three basic solution methods, namely precise methods, heuristic methods,
and meta-evolutionary approaches to its solution. A good overview of these methods can be found
in [20, 21]. Different variants of genetic algorithm [22-24], colony intellect method [25, 26], ant
colony [27], bee colony methods [28-30], and DE algorithm [31, 32] have been proposed for
solving the RCPSP problem.
This article uses the DE algorithm for solving the stated problem. DE algorithm was
proposed by R.Storn and K.Price in 1997 [33], a powerful heuristic approach that combines classic
crossover, mutation and selection operators in a simple way.
Problem statement
It is assumed that the CERT service provider is request to handle several security information
incidents. The incidents can be received from different organizations (security domains). The
CERT provider coordination center has to optimally distribute these jobs within own specialized
incident response teams (CERT-groups) by certain criteria taking into account some restrictions.
The CERT group can consist of only one person. Note that, for each incident, the priority of the
incident is determined based on certain criteria (e.g. critical accidents) [34]. The prioritization of
the incident determines the extent to which it will be operatively handled and what resources will
be attracted for it.
The following restrictions can be considered:
 The incident handling (response) consists of several procedures;
 There procedures are followed in sequence, some procedures can be started only after all
the preceding procedures are completed;
 Each incident responding procedure can be performed by only one response group;
 The response team cannot perform several handling procedures simultaneously;
 Certain incident responding procedures can be performed simultaneously;
 Some costs may be required when the response team moves from one incident handling to
another (from one geographical location to another);
 Deadline can be assigned for the incident handling.
 Each response group can perform any incident procedure.
Optimization model for problem solving
Assume that the set of incidents J1, J2, …, Jn shall be handled by response groups
R1, R2, …, Rm. Handling the incident J1 consists of the procedure (i = 1, ..., n). It is assumed that
the incidents do not depend on each other and there is no consistency relation between various
incidents. The procedures of the same incident create chains for consistency: 𝑂1𝑗 → 𝑂2𝑗 → ⋯ →
𝑂𝑛𝑖 ,𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛.. Each incidence J1 is coordinated with the response time di and wi (penalty
coefficient for criticality or delay).
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It is assumed that scheduling is divided into the time intervals of equal length called horizon
periods (e.g. clocks), and the processing times are discrete versions of a period. Once the procedure
is started, it cannot be stopped, i.e. no preemption is permitted. All response groups are available
at time t = 0 and any incident handling can be started.
Each procedure can be handled by only one response group. If the j-th procedure is
performed by the response team Rk, its processing time is tjk. The response team Rk is available
(vacant) during non-intersecting intervals [𝑠𝑘𝑣 , 𝑙𝑘𝑣 ], 𝑣 = 1, … , 𝑉𝑘 , where 𝑙𝑘𝑣 ≤ 𝑠𝑘𝑣+1 , 𝑣 = 1, … , 𝑉𝑘 −
1. In addition, the total working time of Rk can be limited by𝐻𝑘− from below and by 𝐻𝑘+ - from
above, where 𝐻𝑘− ≤ 𝐻𝑘+ (𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑚).
Table 1 illustrates a list of procedures for 3 incidents and the handling time of the procedures
for 4 response groups. As it is seen from the table, for example, responding to the incident
𝐽1 requires consistent implementation of the procedures 𝑂11 , 𝑂12 and 𝑂13. The numerals at the
intersection of the rows and columns of the table show the implementation period of respective
procedure performed by the corresponding CERT-group 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , 𝑅3 and 𝑅4 with the selected time
units (e.g., hours).
Table 1.
Handling periods of procedures for three incidents and four response groups
Incidents

𝐽1
𝐽2
𝐽3

Procedures
𝑂11
𝑂12
𝑂13
𝑂21
𝑂22
𝑂23
𝑂31
𝑂32

Handling periods of procedures
𝑅1
1
3
3
4
2
9
8
4

𝑅2
3
8
5
1
3
1
6
5

𝑅3
4
2
4
1
9
2
2
8

𝑅4
1
1
7
4
3
2
5
1

The scheme for the minimum processing time criteria for their CERT-groups based on the
sequence of procedures may be as follows:
S={(O11, R1), (O12, R4), (O13, R1), (O21, R2), (O22, R2), (O23, R1), (O31, R3), (O32, R4)}
= {(O11, R1: 0-1), (O12, R4: 1-2), (O13, R1: 2-5), (O21, R2: 0-1), (O22, R2: 1-4),
(O23, R3: 4-6), (O31, R3: 1-3), (O32, R4: 3-4)}.
According to the scheme, for example, the procedure 𝑂11 is used by the CERT group R1
shall be implemented within time interval [0; 1], the procedure 𝑂12 - by the CERT group R4 within
time interval [1; 2], the procedure 𝑂13 - by the CERT group R1 within time interval [2; 5]. Thus,
two CERT groups are involved in handling the incident 𝐽1 : the procedures 𝑂11 and 𝑂13 are
implemented by the CERT group R1, whereas the procedure 𝑂12 by the CERT group R4.
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Typically, Gantt diagram is used to visualize this type of schemes [18]. The Gantt diagram
is shown in Figure 1 according to the scheme given above.
R1

O11

R2

O21

R3
R4

O13
O22
O31
O12

O23
O32

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Figure 1. Diagram of handling scheme for three incidents and four response
groups
As it is seen from the diagram, the CERT-group R1 is vacant at intervals [1; 2] and [5; 6],
the CERT-group R2 – at [4; 6], the CERT-group R3 – at [0; 1] and [3; 4], and the CERT-group R4
– at [0; 1], [2; 3] and [4; 6].
Let’s find the total handling duration of the incidents. Assume that completion time of the
𝐹
procedure 𝑂𝑖𝑗 is denoted by 𝑡𝑖𝑗
. The total handling duration can be defined by finding respective
𝐹
moments 𝑡𝑖𝑗 from Figure 1 for the abovementioned scheme and choosing the maximal one out of
them. Thus, the total duration of the incidents will be 6 periods:
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹 }
𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑡11
, 𝑡12
, 𝑡13
, 𝑡21
, 𝑡22
, 𝑡23
, 𝑡31
, 𝑡32
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{1, 2, 5, 1, 4, 6, 3, 4} = 6.
Both the newly inserted and above mentioned signs are systematized as follows:
n - number of incidents;
m - number of response groups (CERT-groups);
ni -total number of incident response procedures;
N -total number of response procedures, 𝑁 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 ;
Oij – j-th response procedure of the incidence i;
pijk - handling time of the procedure Oij by the k-th CERT-group;
tijk – start time of the procedure Oij by the k-th CERT-group;
𝐹
𝑡𝑖𝑗
– completion the procedure Oij;
i, h - index of incidents, i, h = 1, 2, ..., n;
k - index of response groups, where k = 1, 2, ..., m;
j, g - index of response procedures where j, g = 1, 2, ..., ni;
di - directive response period of the i-th incidents;
Ti - delay time of response to the i-th incident;
wi - weight of the i-th incident (degree of criticality or delay penalty coefficient);
Wk - total time spent on incidents handling by the k-th CERT-group;
1, if the 𝑘 − th reponse group is assigned to the procedure 𝑂𝑖𝑗 ,
𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = {
0, otherwise
The total time Wk spent on incidents handling by the k-th CERT-group is summarized by the
abovementioned signs:
𝑛𝑗
𝑊𝑘 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1
𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ,
(1)
The response delay time Ti of the i-th incident is defined as follows:
𝐹
𝑇𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡𝑖,𝑛
− 𝑑𝑖 , 0),
𝑖
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Several criteria are often to be taken into account when scheduling an incident.
Unquestionably, first of all, it is necessary to minimize the total time spent on the incidents.
However, the workload should be allocated among CERT-groups so that no CERT-group will be
overloaded. Moreover, the handling of critical incidents is also required to be performed within
the directive period. Taking this into account, the article outlines the following criteria for
minimizing the incidents:
1) Total time period spent on the incidents handling;
2) Maximum delay period of handling, taking into account the incident criticality;
3) Maximum time period spent on the incidents handling by the CERT-group.
Using the above signs, these criteria can be summarized as follows:
𝐹
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐹1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 { 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑡𝑖𝑗
}},

(3)

min 𝐹2 = max {𝑤𝑖 𝑇𝑖 },

(4)

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐹3 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑊𝑘 }.

(5)

1≤𝑖≤𝑛 1≤𝑗≤𝑛𝑖
1≤𝑖≤𝑛

1≤𝑘≤𝑚

The model includes the following restrictions:
𝐹
𝐹
𝑡𝑖𝑗
− 𝑡𝑖,𝑗−1
≥ 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ,

𝑗 = 2, … , 𝑛𝑖 , ∀𝑖, 𝑘

𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
𝐹
[(𝑡ℎ𝑔
− 𝑡𝑖𝑗
− 𝑡ℎ𝑔𝑘 )𝑥ℎ𝑔𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0] ∨ [(𝑡𝑖𝑗
− 𝑡ℎ𝑔
− 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘 )𝑥ℎ𝑔𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0], ∀(𝑖, 𝑗), (ℎ, 𝑔), 𝑘

(6)
(7)

𝑚

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1, ∀𝑖, 𝑗.

(8)

𝑘=1

Condition (6) provides restrictions on the sequence of the procedures. Condition (7) indicates
that each CERT-group can handle only one procedure at a random moment. Condition (8) indicates
that only one responding group can be selected for handling of each procedure.
In this study, the simplest approach is taken to addressing multi-criteria optimization [35].
Thus, the general purpose function is defined as a weighted sum of the above mentioned purpose
functions, giving the same weight to each one:
1
1
1
𝐹 = 3 𝐹1 + 3 𝐹2 + 3 𝐹3 .
(9)
Solution algorithm for optimization
Describing solution with vectors
There are two sub-issues in the optimization issue: the issue of assigning the procedures to
CERT-groups and the issue of the sequence of procedures. Therefore, it would be expedient to
show the solution with two vectors [36]. One of the vectors shows the permutation of the
procedures, while the other describes the destination of the procedures to the CERT-groups. Both
vectors are N-dimensional, where N denotes the total number of procedures. Suggested descriptive
method ensures that the solution meets the condition of sequence. Note that these two vectors can
be combined in one vector.
Permutation vector of procedures. Permutation is used to indicate the sequence of
procedures. Procedures related to the same incident are indicated by the same number in the vector.
This descriptive method of the procedures is illustrated in Figure 2.

𝑂31 𝑂11 𝑂21 𝑂12 𝑂32 𝑂22 𝑂23 𝑂13
3 1 2 1 3 2 2 1
Figure 2. Permutation vector of procedures
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For instance, the numeral 3, which is the first element of the vector, is referred to the incident
3, furthermore, it is found in the incident 3 for the first time, therefore, it is referred to the first
procedure of the incident 3, i.e., to 𝑂31 . Similarly, the numeral 3, which is the fifth element of the
vector, is found in the incident 3 for the second time, therefore, it indicates the second procedure
the incident 3, i.e., 𝑂32 .
Destination vector of CERT-groups. This vector element indicates the CERT-group assigned
to the appropriate procedure. Destination vector is illustrated in Figure 3. For example, 𝑂11, written
above the first element of the vector, specifies that the first procedure of the incident 1 will be
performed by CERT-group 1. Similarly, 𝑂12 and 𝑂13indicate that the second procedure of the
incident will be performed by CERT group 4, whereas of the third procedure will be implemented
by the CERT group 1.
Generation of initial population
The initial population affects the performance of the algorithm. To improve the proposed
algorithm, the initial population by Kacem and co-authors’ approach is used [37]. In this approach,
the initial population is generated by DestinattionRule1 and AssigmentRule2. DestinattionRule1
focuses on minimizing the handling time, and determines the sequence of procedures and CERTgroups. AssigmentRule2 provides the diversity of populations.
Used algorithm randomly generates the sequence of procedures and CERT-groups. Once the
destinattions are determined, the sequence of procedures in CERT-groups is adjusted. This is
achieved through three different methods: random (incidents are randomly selected), mostly
remaining work and mostly remaining procedures are selected. The proposed algorithm generates
40% of the initial population using DestinattionRule1, and 60% - using DestinattionRule2. The
sequence of the procedures is regulated by the abovementioned three dispatching rules
consecutively.
Discrete DE algorithm
DE is a stochastic, population-based optimization algorithm. The concept of DE algorithm
is derived from the extensive evolution algorithms, which includes genetic algorithms. Combining
existing solutions and several mechanisms, such as mutation, crossing, and selection, it is used to
obtain new solutions or optimal solution or at least to meet the conditions of the problem. DE is
proposed for uninterrupted value optimization [38]. [39] suggests DE algorithm for binary
variables. The options for the integer optimization issues of DE are also suggested [40, 41].
The discrete DE (DDE) algorithm proposed in [42] is modified to address the issue discussed
in this article. Assume that the individuals of population are described as 2N-dimensional
vectors 𝑥𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑁𝑝 }, where N is the total number of incidents, while 𝑁𝑝 is the population
volume.
Mutation. Initially, a mutation operation is applied. The following equations can be used for
the mutant population:
𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚 ⨂𝐹(𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 ),
(10)
𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚 ⨂𝐹(𝑥𝑎𝑡−1 ),

(11)

𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚 ⨂𝐺(𝑥𝑔𝑡−1 ).

(12)

Where 𝑉𝑖𝑡 is the i-th mutant individual of the population in the t-th iteration, where 𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 is
the i-th mutant individual of the population in the (𝑡 − 1)-th iteration; 𝑥𝑎𝑡−1- an individual
randomly selected from the population in the (𝑡 − 1)-th iteration; 𝑥𝑔𝑡−1- the best global solution in
the (𝑡 − 1)-th iteration. G is a mutation operator, and 𝑃𝑚 - mutation probability. ⨂ is a condition
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operator, when the probability left on its left side is provided by certain condition, the mutation
operator on its right side is enabled.
Assume that the equation (10) is used for the mutant population. A regularly distributed
random number r is selected from [0; 1]. If 𝑟 < 𝑃𝑚 , then the operator 𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝐹(𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 ) is used to
generate mutant individual in the t-th iteration. Otherwise, the mutant individual in the t-th iteration
is adopted as 𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 .
Crossover. Afterwards, an experimental individual is generated, for which a mutated
individual 𝑉𝑖𝑡 is crossed with the target individual 𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 from the current population by the
following rule:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐 ⨂𝐶𝑅(𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 , 𝑉𝑖𝑡 ),

(13)

where CR is a crossover operator, and 𝑃𝑐 - crossover probability. If 𝑟 < 𝑃𝑐 for regularly distributed
numeral 𝑟 ∈ (0,1), then crossover operator CR is applied to generate an experimental individual:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝐶𝑅(𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 , 𝑉𝑖𝑡 ). Otherwise, an experimental individual is selected as 𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝑉𝑖𝑡 .
Selection. Mutation and crossover processes are followed by selection procedure. The
compliance value of the experimental individual is calculated and compared to the compliance
value of the target individual. The most appropriate one out of these two individuals are included
in the following population:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 , 𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝑦𝑖𝑡 ) ≤ 𝐹(𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 )
𝑥𝑖𝑡 = { 𝑡−1
(14)
𝑥𝑖 , otherwise
By applying the above procedures to all individuals of the population, a new population is
acquired, and this is repeated until the predetermined duration criteria are provided. The individual
of the best last generation is taken as a solution of the problem.
The above-mentioned DDE algorithm uses the following operators derived from genetic
algorithms such as mutation operator and crossover operator [43].
Mutation operator. A random procedure is chosen to mutate the sequence of procedures; the
very preceding procedure and the very subsequent procedure are selected. Assume that their
indexes are a and b accordingly. The selected procedure is placed within the range (a, b). This
mutation algorithm maintains a sequence limitation and, therefore, ensures the solution to be
within the range of possible solutions. This strategy is offered to mutate the destination vector of
CERT-groups. The procedures implemented by the CERT-group with the minimum load are
sought out of the CERT-group, which has the maximum work load. One of these procedures is
assigned to a CERT-group with the minimum work load.
Crossover operator. The first part of the solution vector performs the crossover operator
POX (Precedence preserving order-based crossover) for the sequence of procedures [44], and the
second part uses the random multipoint crossover operator [45]. A useful derivative can be
generated this way, which provides restriction conditions.
Conclusion
The complexity and negative consequences of cyber-attacks are constantly growing, and in this
regard, rapid response to information security incidents is of particular importance for the
permanence of business processes. The proposed model enabled the optimal scheduling the work
of CERT-groups to eliminate the incidents as soon as possible taking into account handling
priorities. Future studies include algorithms based on different modifications of optimization
modeling and other evolution methods for their solution taking into account different features (e.g.
the incidents received by CERT service at different times and their prevention with minimized
costs).
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